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Stranger Than Fiction
/ turned on the radio and caught the first
mention of a plane down in the Hudson. Not
just a plane, but a commercial airliner in the
river just a half mile away.
In This Issue ^Y RAYMOND BASRI, MD, FACP
EXECUTIVE VP's REPORT.. . .3 "W" AST JANUARY 15, I began my morning
I running a couple of stress tests and then
MEMBERS GONE WEST 4 .L/settled into the office seeing patients. That
REFLECT.ONS FROM A PAST afternoon I drove to Manhattan to pick up some
... medical equipment on the East side. When I got
PRESIDENT 4 . ,. . '
back in my car, 1 turned on the radio and 1 tuned
MEMBER HONORED 10 into one of my presets, WCBS News Radio 880
and caught the first mention of a plane down in
SUSTAINING, CORPORATE, the Hudson.
AND LIFE MEMBERS 11 jqot just a plane, but a commercial airliner in
BON VOYAGE? 12 the river just a half-mile away.
I guess every firefighter would say, "Wow, I m
NEW MEMBERS 12 on it." I said words to that effect and called in to
Orange County fire control. I turned on my red
MEDICAL CERTIFICATION Hghts and drov£ west cross town m the New York
OF PILOTS WITH COGNITIVE Water Ferry terminal at 38* Street.
IMPAIRMENT 13 AS I drove there, I had thoughts of 9/11, espe-
PREVIEW: UPCOMING cially when T Sot to the West Side Highwa7 g°in§
,,- south. I wondered what the rescue would entail. I
ANNUAL MEETING 15 . . . . . . . . . . . ,. ,
considered possible injuries during landing such as
PRESIDENT'S COLUMN 16 blunt trauma, deceleration injuries, near drowning,
and hypothermia. The weather was in the 20s and
HORIZONS 16 Continued on page 2




BY JIM HEINS, M.D.
EVERY ONCE IN a while, an editor asks forsome help as I did in the last issue of Flight-Physlcian. It was a request for a member's
personal experience that would be of interest to
our readers. Dr. Ray Basri stepped forward. His
account (see page 1) of the U.S. Airways accident
in the Hudson River satisfies my criterion and,
hopefully yours. CAMA is fortunate to have
members with similar stories to tell. We need to
know about them.
An event to be noted is the death of Dr. M.
Young Stokes, former CAMA president and board
member. Few of us can expect to match his con-
tributions to CAMA. An article by Dr. Millett in
this issue comments on his passing.
Another CAMA board member recently passed
away: Rodney Steward, M.D., will be greatly
missed by us all. Read the "Gone West" written
by Jim Harris on page 6.
I hope you are aware that the Board of Trustees
is open to nominations for members to become a
Fellow of CAMA. The Fellowship designation is
a way for CAMA to recognize outstanding contri-
butions to the organization. Selection criteria are
listed in the By-Laws.
Continued on page 3
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STRANGER THAN from page 2
moderate wind. The Hudson River
was 42 degrees. That would give those
in the water only a few minutes to be
pulled out.
Thomas Jefferson once said,
"I'm a great believer in luck, and
I find the harder I work the more
I have of it."
I believe in luck and opportuni-
ty. Coincidence brought this physi- |
cian into the fire service 21 years
ago. It stuck with me and I with
it. I work at my office most days
practicing internal medicine and
cardiology. I work about 50 miles
northwest of Manhattan in Orange
County. I am a deputy county fire
coordinator and do medical exams
for the Federal Aviation Adminis-
tration in the office.
I spend a lot of time with fire-
fighters and pilots. They share a lot
in common. Most will be there in
a tough time doing everything pos-
sible for anyone else. They also are
brighter, well-trained, and experi-
enced in handling difficult situations,
and even spend endless hours going
through simulations of near-death
scenarios.
Just my kind of people.
I parked on the West Side High-
way and made my way past three se-
curity check points into the terminal.
It looks like an airport lounge perhaps
120 feet long and 40 feet wide with
high ceilings. It is modern with glass
along the riverside but no views of the
water due to the gangways. When I
first got inside, I noticed it was sort
of quiet. No shouting, screaming, or
panic. That was the first sign that it
was good news.
I found the EMS Lieutenant in
charge, checked in, and offered my
help. He said all the passengers in
the area had been triaged and tagged
green, with the exception of one
with orthopedic injuries tagged yel-
low. EMS transported this passenger
within a few minutes.
The thought started slowly that
this was a miracle. Everyone alive
and safe, but then I considered that
Two passengers on the flight turned
out to be Dr. Basri's patients.
there may be others still not on shore.
I asked about that and was told it
looked like everyone made it out
okay. Major sigh of relief. I called the
FAA regional office at JFK Airport
and spoke with my boss, Regional
Flight Surgeon Dr. Harriet Lester.
She patched the call into the Federal
Air Surgeon's office in Washington,
D.C. I reported that all was well on
the scene.
I looked around the room and
saw most of the passengers sitting
quietly by themselves, most in their
own clothes and some wrapped in
sheets or turnout coats. Coffee was
being distributed, and their hands
were shaking. Most looked straight
ahead, absorbed in thought.
A few groups of two or three pas-
sengers spoke softly about the landing.
One told me that touching down in
the Hudson had been as gentle as any
runway landing. I didn't see many cell
phones. When I asked why, everyone
said they have already made the im-
portant calls. While some New Yorkers
would call everyone in that situation,
the reality is that it was a quiet time.
There were several head counts
done. There were many detectives,
some FBI, and emergency manage-
ment doing interviews of all the
passengers. The flight crew was a bit
off to the side by the windows. They
were smiling and confident. They
said it was the only successful water
landing of a commercial airliner
ever and they had done it.
The captain, Chesley B. Sullen-
berger, III, was standing furthest
away from the passengers, qui-
etly accepting congratulations. His
uniform was as impeccably pressed
as if he was boarding his flight. He
was soft spoken and gracious.
Later, I spoke with Mayor
Bloomberg, who is an accom-
plished fixed wing and rotary pilot.
He spoke glowingly of the pilot
and first officer's skill to bring the
plane in safely.
Everyone had been in the water
up to at least their shins. Some pas-
sengers were soaked, and they got out
of their clothes and into sheets, then
blankets. One young man was in his
best suit, tie set just right, and I went
over and said to him that he looked
just like he was going to an interview.
He laughed and said he did just before
getting on the plane. His name is
Richard Jamison and he finished his
internship interview early so he could
take an earlier flight home. I told
him I would be delighted to call the
program director on his behalf so that
this was not his first and last visit to
NYC. I told him about the possibility
some passengers may develop post-
traumatic stress disorder (PTSD).
I had read some research recom-
mending giving those at risk beta-
blocker blood pressure medication
soon after their experience. Some
studies showed that this lessens the
severity of PTSD later by diminish-
ing the mind's initial reaction to
Continued on page 10
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Executive Vice President's Report
"Every Member Get a Member"
BY DAVID P. MILLETT, M.D. MPH
w;E ARE INTO thefourth month
of the year and I am
still receiving the
2009 dues from our
members. The col-
lection is slow, and
I hope that a second
mailing will bring
good results. We have a significant
turnover and we must find new mem-
bers, so remember our motto, "Every
member, get a member."
We are making significant prog-
ress on our next three meetings.
Clay Cowl has almost finished
the program for the Mayo Clinic,
Rochester, Minnesota. The dates
of the meeting are October 14-17,
2009. The scientific sessions will be
on October 15-17. We anticipate
that the meeting will provide FAA
seminar credit for those who fulfill
the FAA requirements.
We also plan on offering CME
credits, the amount to be deter-
mined. I am currently working on
EDITOR'S COLUMN from page i
This issue is starting a new col-
umn, which I think will be of value to
members. It will feature an abstracted
article pertinent to aviation medicine
which some of us may have missed.
While I will write some of these, I
can't cover the field myself. This is
another invitation for members, or
anybody, to submit abstracted articles
of interest. This month's abstract is es-
pecially timely because the FAA a few
days ago relaxed proposed new regula-
tions on crewmember rest regulations
on long-haul international flights.1
The only time we hear from some
members is a dues check. If you like
to communicate this way, let us hear
from you more often. Sustaining and
the contracts for our 2010 Pen-
sacola and 2011 Tucson meetings.
All three of these meetings will have
outstanding scientific programs and
extracurricular activities. We plan
to visit aviation facilities and local
points of interest.
Finally, I want to tell you about
my most recent aviation experience.
The National Museum of Com-
mercial Aviation is being constructed
adjacent to the Atlanta airport. Last
year I became a Charter Member. I
have enjoyed some programs at their
temporary quarters. This organiza-
tion is said to be the only one of its
kind. If you are interested, their Web
site is www.NationalAviationMu-
seum.com, and their address is
National Museum of
Commercial Aviation
5442 Frontage Road, Suite 102
Forest Park, GA 30297.
Take care and I look forward to
seeing you at AsMA in Los Angeles
and at CAMA in the Mayo Clinic.
FP
Life memberships are available, but
rather, we would like to hear your
compliments, comments, or com-
plaints (in that order).
I will end with the usual officer's
request to mine the untapped mother
lode of potential members who are
physician pilots who are not AMEs.
We offer memberships to all new
AMEs who complete the basic course
at Oklahoma City, but it is harder for
us to find non-AMEs so we need your
help. See You In Rochester!
FP
1 Wall Street Journal, Saturday, March
14, 2009.
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Member Gone West
M. Young Stokes, III, M.D.
CAMA WAS RECENTLY notified
that one of the pillars of its or-
ganization had passed away. M.
Young Stokes, III, M.D., passed
on November 24, 2008, in his
native Texas.
He was affectionately known as
"Stokes" by all his CAMA friends.
He had been a CAMA Board mem-
ber since 1975 and had been CAMA
president from 1987 to 1989.
As the Photo Historian of
CAMA, he will always be remem-
bered for the fantastic photographs
he took at of our functions. His
legacy will continue through his
photos. A memorial service was
held in Denison, Texas, on January
10, 2009.
Stokes was born January 5,
1927, in Austin, Texas. After gradu-
ation from high school in Dallas in
1943, he served in the U.S. Army
as a regular until 1946, when he
entered college.
He graduated from the Univer-
sity of Texas, Austin, in 1951. He
obtained his medical degree from
Southwestern Medical School, Dal-
las, in 1956. After post-graduate
training in Ohio, Stokes remained
in Ohio for 12 years as a family
physician. In 1969, he moved to
Denison, Texas, where he practiced
family medicine until his death.
Stokes was an accomplished
physician and aviator. He was a
Diplomat of the American Board
of Family Practice and a Charter
Fellow of the American Academy
of Family Physicians.
Stokes was an avid aviator. No
wonder, because he was introduced
to aviation at the age of three
by his father who was a pilot in
World War I. Stokes received his
first pilot's license as a teenager.
He belonged to more than forty
aviation-related organizations. He
was a past president of the Flying
Physicians, and naturally, he was
an FAA senior aviation medical
examiner for many years.
He had a long and distinguished
life. All of us at CAMA wish Stokes





BY M. YOUNG STOKES, III, M.D.
Editor's note: This article by Dr. Stokes
was published in the May 2007 issue
of the FlightPHYSiCiAN. We believe it is
fitting to recall and reflect upon the key
elements of his life.
A S AN OCTOGENARIAN, it is obvious
-/~\rhat there is much more to reflect
on from the past than to anticipate in
the future. Aviation has been and still
is a significant part of my life.
My first airplane ride was at the
age of three years in a Ford Trimotor
with my father as one of the two pilots
at the controls. He, my father, had
been a pilot in World War I and was
a Founder Member of the Order of
Daedalians. He was one of only 800
U.S. pilots who were given a medal
by the French for having flown in
defense of France. His interest contin-
ued until his death at age 94 years.
In the early 1930s, my father was
stationed in the San Antonio, Texas,
area and had to travel a lot setting up
CCC Camps. (For you youngsters,
that was the Civilian Conservation
Corps.) Dad owned a big 1929
Packard, build just before the Great
Depression. It had an extra tire and
wheel in each front fender in the
fender wells and a "jump seat" in the
back. Mileage was poor, but he had
an extra 30-gallon gas tank welded
on to the "trunk rack." That made it
legal to buy extra gas at the Post Ex-
change, where there was NO TAX on
the gas. Gas sold for $0.04 (4 cents)
per gallon.
As a child, I built model airplanes
and read all the aviation magazines I
could get my hands on. At age fifteen
years, I was very fortunate to begin
flying lessons. At sixteen, I earned
my first license, which was a three
fold with a photo in the center. It
indicated authorization to fly aircraft
from 0 to 550 horsepower. There was
no mention of single or multiengine.
No mention of land or sea.
As I was still too young to enter
military service, I joined and became
very active in the Civil Air Patrol. In
this capacity, I was privileged to fly
submarine patrol over the Gulf of
Mexico. We flew out of Beaumont
and Corpus Christi, Texas. We flew
an awesome group of aircraft, includ-
ing Pipers, Aeroncas, Taylorcrafts,
Monocoupes, and a few I cannot even
remember. At that time, almost all
able-bodied men were in the military
service, so our mechanics and manag-
ers were mostly 4-F's or elderly.
About ten years ago, I flew my
Aztec over some of the same areas.
It frightened me to think of flying as
Continued—»
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a teenager over water and out of the
sight of land in poorly maintained
single-engine planes with little or no
radio. Scary now, but as a teenager, it
was "Hey, great. Someone else is pay-
ing for it." Of course, it was cheaper
then. A single-engine, two-place
trainer plane rented for $3.00 per
hour, wet. Instructors cost another
$1.00 per hour. Of course, the dollars
were very scarce.
The first side-by-side plane I flew
was an Aeronca Chief. The first with
tricycle gear was a grossly underpow-
ered 65 HP Ercoupe, with a gliding
angle like a rock. By the time I was
old enough to join the Army (there
was no Air Force back then), I had
accumulated about 1000 hours of
pilot-in-command time. On my
Army enlistment physical, I was told
that I could not see well enough to fly,
so I was assigned to ground units.
Near the end of my WWII service,
I was on duty occupying Korea. No
one back home had ever even heard
of Korea then. The closest thing to
flying I experienced there was in a
clumsy and heavy wooden glider
flown briefly from the bridge over
the Han River in Seoul, Korea. On
weekends, I often went up to the
38th parallel to play chess with the
Russians. They were very good and
usually beat me.
After my military service, I re-
turned to Texas. I remained active in
the Army Reserve, but concentrated
on my education. My flying interest
was interrupted partly by studies but
more by the lack of funds. In 1946, a
man offered to sell me an aircraft with
an extra engine for $1,500. I did not
have it and could not get it. Even if I
had bought the plane, I would never
have been able to afford to insure
it, or to hanger it and maintain it.
By the way, that plane was a P-51D
Mustang, and it would probably be
worth a million dollars now.
After Medical School, I moved to
the Northwest corner of Ohio and
flew a little in Ohio, Indiana, and
Michigan.
In 1969 I moved back to North
Texas. I was then able to fly more
and maintain currency and earned
several more ratings. My wife, Betty,
took flying lessons, but she quit after
three or four hours and said the flying
would be left to me.
In 1970, I attended my first Civil
Aviation Medical Association meeting
in New Orleans. Masters and Johnson
were making their presentation on
sexuality. At that time, I applied and
was designated as an aviation medical
examiner.
The following year, I attended
the CAMA meeting in Guadalajara
Mexico, staying on the mountainside
in El Tapitia. About that same time,
Perrin Air Force Base near my home
was closed and given to the county,
becoming Grayson County Airport.
This is probably one of the very few
county airports in the US with paral-
lel 9,000 foot runways.
Sam Turner moved his Fixed Base
Operation from Durant, Okla., to
Grayson County Airport as Grayson
Flying Service. Some of the students
in the Aviation Degree program at
Southeastern Oklahoma State Uni-
versity in Durant came down to fly
with us. It was only twenty miles.
About a year later, Sam Turner
died, and I was one of five people who
bought the FBO. Several years later,
I sold my interest to the chief pilot,
Don Booth. I consider Don as my
closest friend, and in many ways he
is closer to me than either of my two
sons. Don and I have flown together
for more than 30 years. Each of the
last six planes I have owned would
be worth more now than when I
sold them.
Several years ago, Don was not
available and I asked another instruc-
tor to check me out in a Skyhawk. He
hesitated and said, "Doc, you own
that Skyhawk." I answered that I had
not flown it recently and wanted to
check out on some cross-wind land-
ings. He countered with "Doc, you've
been teaching cross-wind landings in
the Aztec and Cessna 310."
I said I just wanted him to humor
me.
We flew about an hour, and on
landing he asked what this was all
about. I admitted that I was planning
to go to Hawaii the next week, and
I wanted to fly around the islands
taking pictures. I had already phoned
three FBOs in Hawaii and the only
plane I could rent would be a Sky-
hawk. I checked my log book and it
had been more than five years since I
had flown any single-engine plane.
It worked out well, and I rented
a Skyhawk in Hawaii and took the
pictures I wanted. Don sold the
FBO about five years ago to a retiring
American Airlines pilot, whose wife
is Jeana Yeager of the Voyager flight.
The FBO name was changed to Voy-
ager Air Service. Unfortunately, with
many problems involving politics, the
airport board, lawyers, and a very ag-
gressive airport manager, the FBO is
now closed. Rumors are that plans are
to let a company from Florida start jet
training there for military pilots from
other countries.
After practicing general medicine
for fifty years, I felt entitled to slow
down. My practice is now limited
to aviation medical exams, mostly
for people I examined several times
before. These are all by appointment,
so if I want to take off for a week, I
just don't schedule anything. I would
not make enough money in this type
of practice to cover all my living ex-
penses. I still believe this is offering a
needed service in an area where there
is no other senior AME. I think it
is better to do some of these exams
than to stay home and rust. I lost my
medical after one stroke, two Mis,
four stents, and now with my second
pacemaker and anticoagulants.
I still have my Aztec, but I can-
not fly it unless I have a qualified
pilot with me. The health problems
and age have slowed me down, but I
hope to continue actively working in
CAMA, and taking many pictures.
FP
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RODNEY DWIGHT STEWARD, MD,
passed away March 25, 2009 at the
age of 77. He was a long-time Civil
Aviation Medical Association board
member and supporter who distin-
guished himself as a life member, and
he chronicled many of our activities
with photographs.
Rodney grew up on a dairy farm
in Edmond, Oklahoma. As a youth,
he was named State of Oklahoma
4H Outstanding Boy in Dairy for
1949, showed in multiple livestock
fairs throughout the state, and took
many ribbons.
Dr. Steward graduated from
Central State College and the Uni-
versity of Oklahoma, earning his
medical degree from the University
of Oklahoma College of Medicine
in 1957.
He was commanding officer
of the 45th Division of the Army
National Guard and for the 120ch
Medical Battalion, 45th Division, as
well as serving as a Flight Surgeon.
He was recognized for his mechani-
cal knowledge as well as his medical
training.
He and his wife, Ruth, were
married in New York City on the
nationally televised Bride & Groom
show, August 25, 1953. They have
been known as the doctor and nurse
couple ever since high school.
Rod was one of the first physi-
cians to establish practice at Baptist
Medical Center in Oklahoma city
Gone West
Rodney D. Steward, M.D.
1932-2009
and served as the Chairman of the
Anesthesia Department for a num-
ber of years, in addition to practic-
ing at other local hospitals. He was
a leader in developing innovative
anesthesia care of burn victims at
Baptist. He served as an Assistant
Clinical Professor for the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma Health Sciences
Center and actively promoted nurse
anesthetist training.
Rod's first love was always flying,
and he always looked for an excuse
to go out to Wiley Post Airport
and fire up his plane. He continued
to actively practice medicine as a
senior aviation medical examiner
until his death.
He was a member of the South-
west Chapter of the American
Bonanza Society, OK Pilots' As-
sociation, Flying Physicians, Angel
Flight, Air Life Line, Wings over
Mid-America, Wings of Hope, and
Pilots for Christ.
In addition to CAMA, he
was a member of many profes-




and the Oklahoma Society of
Anesthesiologists.
He was a generous soul who
worked hard from an early age, was
creative in his initiative and ability
to figure out how things work and
to fix them. He was more than will-
ing to share with others and quick
to identify when a need was present
that he could fill. His contributions
to the community, his family, and
profession will not be forgotten.
Rod was my friend over many
years who lived just up the street
from me, and we visited when we
had a chance. He loved aviation
medicine, was a senior aviation
medical examiner, a pilot, and
aircraft owner who donated many
mercy flights to help people.
He is deeply loved and will be
missed, but has left his fingerprints
behind on numerous projects, or-
ganizations, and people who have
benefited from knowing him.
—Jim Harris
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STRANGER from page 2
the stress. I kidded around that this
would be a good place to test the
theory. We spoke for a while and
he seemed to relax. Would his life
change after this? He said he would
let me know.
Now there were another two pas-
sengers with luck and coincidence
that afternoon. While I
was working with the in-
jured passenger, I heard,
"Dr. Basri, is that you?"
from behind me. I turned
around and it was Diane
Higgins and her mother,
Lucille. I doubt either of
us could believe a friend
and patient could meet
their doctor like this.
Fortunately, they were
safe and sound. Diane
and her husband, John,
live in Goshen, as I do,
and John is a former fire commis-
sioner, as well. None of us could get
over the little hometown reunion.
Diane was worried that her elderly
mother may have been injured, so I
gave her a thorough exam.
Lucille was fine but a bit cold so
I got her shoes and socks off and
wrapped her feet in a blanket. We
will be telling this story at the fire-
house for many years to come. We
thought no one back home would
believe the coincidence, so we took
photos. Sometimes, truth is stranger
than fiction. Just good luck all the
way around.
Many coincidences are just statisti-
cal inevitabilities. Once, I bought two
sets of four seats for a Bruce Springs-
teen concert at Giants Stadium from
two different sellers on eBay. The
two sets of seats were side by side.
That was not coincidence; I looked
at hundreds of ticket listings until I
found two adjacent sets of seats.
Dried off and ready to go home.
Another time, my friends en-
tered a lottery for Springsteen
tickets at Giants Stadium. The limit
was four seats per entry. One entry
was mailed from NYC and the
other from Jersey. There were ten
shows and 50,000 seats per show.
They got two sets of four adjacent
seats. All eight of us got floor seats
together. No coincidence, pure
magic.
Sometimes truth is stranger than
fiction. Just good luck all the way
around.
FP
Dr. Basri is a senior aviation medical examiner and Civil Aviation Medical
Association member who practices internal medicine and cardiology in New York.
He is also a volunteer firefighter with the Excelsior Hook and Ladder Company in
Middletown, N. Y, and deputy Orange County fire coordinator. In addition to his
private practice, Dr. Basri is an attending physician at Orange Regional Medical
Center, consulting staff at The Valley Hospital in Ridgewood, N.]., and a clinical
assistant professor of medicine at New York Medical College.
CAMA Member Honored
BY CAMERON FARRUGGIA
The New York Chapter of the Amer-
ican College of Physicians has presented
Raymond Basri, M.D., FACP, with its
esteemed Laureate Award.
The Laureate Award honors those
Fellows of the American College of
Physicians who have demonstrated by
their example and conduct an abiding
commitment to excellence in medical
care, education or research, and service
to their community and the American
College of Physicians. This award is
the most prestigious honor bestowed
to a chapter member for the State of
New York.
Dr. Basri is a volunteer firefighter
with the Excelsior Hook and Ladder
Company in Middletown, Deputy
Orange County Fire Coordinator, and
a Senior Aviation Medical Examiner
for the Federal Aviation Administra-
tion. In addition to his private practice,
Dr. Basri is an Attending Physician
at Orange Regional Medical Center,
consulting staff at The Valley Hospital
in Ridgewood, NJ, and a Clinical As-
sistant Professor of Medicine at New
York Medical College.
With this award, Dr. Basri is recog-
nized as a long-standing and loyal sup-
porter of the College, having rendered
distinguished service to the chapter and
the community while upholding the
high ideals and professional standards
for which the American College of
Physicians is known. Dr. Basri provided
disaster management in coastal Mis-
sissippi immediately after Hurricane
Katrina and made six more trips there
in the last two years. He was previously
awarded the Public Service and Citizen-
ship Award for 2006.
Dr. Basri has been practicing Inter-
nal Medicine in the Hudson Valley for
21 years, with three offices for Adult
and Adolescent Care in Pine Bush,
Middletown, and Montgomery N.Y.
Editor's note: Dr. Basri is a long-time
member of the Civil Aviation Medical
Association.
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Civil Aviation Medical Association
SUSTAINING, CORPORATE, AND LIFE MEMBERS
The financial resources of individual member dues alone cannot sustain the Association's pursuit of its broad
goals and objectives. Its fifty-plus-year history is documented by innumerable contributions toward aviation
health and safety that have become a daily expectation by airline passengers worldwide. Support from private
and commercial sources is essential for CAMA to provide one of its most important functions: that of educa-
tion. The following support CAMA through corporate and sustaining memberships:
James R. Almand Jr., M.D.
Estol R. Belflower, M.D.
Forrest M. Bird, M.D., Ph.D.
Jeffrey M. Bishop, M.D.
Per-Johan Cappelen, M.D.
A. Duane Catterson, M.D.
DeWayne E. Caviness, M.D.
Sustaining Members
Frank J. Ceravolo, M.D.
Liu Yu-Ching
Gary E. Crump, PA.
Daniel H. Dietrich, M.D.
E Robert Glatz, M.D.
James N. Heins, M.D.
Hugh O'Neill, M.D.
Gordon L. Ritter, D.O.
Robert A. Stein, M.D.
Christian Steindl, M.D.
Jan Stepanek, M.D.
James L. Tucker Jr., M.D.
H. Stacy Vereen, M.D.





















Rummel Eye Care, PC.
1022 Willow Creek Rd.
Prescott, AZ 86301-1642













Frank H. Austin, M.D.
John R. Capurro, M.D.
Halford R. Conwell, M.D.
George H. Coupe, D.O.
Donna Ewy, M.D.
Ernst J. Hollman, M.D.
Stephen M. Kirkland, M.D.
Andrew H. Miller, M.D.
Life Members
David P. Millett, M.D.
Story Musgrave, M.D.
Thomas Nguyen, M.D.
Michael G. Nosko, M.D., Ph.D.
Michael A. Pimentel, D.O.
Jeffrey P. Powell, M.D., D.D.S.
Robert M. Roeshman, M.D.
Mark S. Rubin, M.D.
Sergio B. Seoane, M.D.
Kazuhito Shimada, M.D.
Salil C. Tiwari, M.D.
Lars Tjensvoll, M.D.
Dottie Hildbrand Trembly, R.N.
Harold N. Walgren, M.D.
Alex M. Wolbrink, M.D.
Thank you for supporting the Civil Aviation Medical Association
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Bon Voyage?
A Primary Care Primer on the
Risks of Commercial Air Travel
BY GREGORY W. RUTECKI, M.D.
Mount Carmel Health
System, Columbus, Ohio
Now THAT THE holiday travelseason is upon us, more of your
patients may be taking to the skies.
But some of them may have more
serious problems to contend with
than long lines, delayed flights, and
missing luggage.
The Federal Aviation Administra-
tion (FAA) Civil Aerospace Medical
Institute estimates that the number
of medical emergencies aboard com-
mercial airline flights has risen from
19 to 35 per million passengers be-
tween 2000 and 2006.' Although this
number does not seem particularly
striking, it does not include problems
in travelers on the ground, so it may
underestimate the true magnitude
of this issue. The FAA suggests that
older passengers and longer flights
contribute to this trend. It is also pos-
sible that the stress created by lengthy
security clearances and delayed flights
plays a role.
A recent attempt to survey vari-
ous carriers about the exact number
of medical emergencies was unsuc-
cessful; there is no legal requirement
to report these statistics. However,
STAT MD, a University of Pitts-
burgh Medical Center initiative that
provides emergency consultation to
eight airlines around the clock, es-
timated that it received about 1,500
calls for in-flight medical issues in
the first seven months of 2008. That
is a more substantive number and
therefore more disconcerting. How
significant were the contents of these
calls? About six percent of the calls
led to an emergency landing so that
the sick passengers could receive more
intensive diagnosis and treatment.
In-Flight Medical Hazards
Commercial aircraft are pressur-
ized at 6,000 to 8,000 feet. The result
is hypoxia, which can be an important
stressor for those with lung or cardiac
disease and anemia. This stressor
becomes more prominent as the du-
ration of flights increases. Also, the
expansion of gases in the lung with
the decreased cabin pressure can turn
a small pneumothorax into a critical
medical emergency. Thrombosis is
another by-product of longer flights
and congested seating.
In addition to deep venous throm-
bosis and the risk of pulmonary
emboli, there is an entity called
"economy class stroke syndrome." A
literature review of 12 cases suggests
that long flights, triggers to throm-
bosis, and a patent foramen ovale
can paradoxically shift venous emboli
into the arterial circulation and cause
a stroke.
Implications for Primary Care
Providers
It may be worthwhile to keep a
copy of a paper that comprehensively
covers preflight clearance of patients
for air travel if you are asked to pro-
vide that consultative service. If you
are on a plane, be a "good Samaritan"
when someone asks, "Is there a doctor
on the plane?"
Finally, on a public policy level,
the FAA should be encouraged to
keep statistics and outcomes, with
the assistance and transparency of
the commercial airline industry, to
inform both health care providers
and the general public about all the
potential complications of air travel.
Better care and safety will require
much more than our voluntary pro-
fessional assistance when something
acute and potentially catastrophic
happens at 30,000 feet.
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Medical Certification of Pilots With Cognitive
Impairment
CASE REPORT, BY NEAL TAYLOR MD, MPH, HOWARD GIVENS, MD, MPH,
AND ALEX WOLBRINK MD, MPH
Mild cognitive impairment describes patients whose mental function is worse
than can be explained by "normal aging "but does not meet the criteria for dementia.
As our pilot population continues to expand the AME must be aware of the subtle
changes relating to cognitive impairment and judge the ability of the airman to
perform safely in the aircraft. This article presents a case report of a first-class pilot
who began to have difficulties performing cockpit duties and was subsequently
diagnosed with mild cognitive impairment.
H ISTORY. A 57-yo male first-class pilot with 10,000-plushours of flight time was
referred by his airline for neuropsy-
chometric testing. This referral was
in response to the pilot failing a line
check ride and subsequent poor per-
formance on simulator training.
The pilot did not believe that he
had any significant cognitive con-
cerns, relating only some mild diffi-
culties with short-term memory and
multi-tasking over the last five years.
Upon review of the neuropsychomet-
ric test results and the recommenda-
tions of neurological consultants, the
FAA denied the airman his medical
certificate. The airman desires to re-
gain his certificate and return to his
airline job.
The airman had a no-notice
line-check one year ago, which he
failed for channelized attention and
poor instrument performance. He
subsequently performed poorly in
two simulator rides with notations
of "too much attention to detail
causing him distraction and failing
to respond correctly to abnormals"
and "when loaded with tasks seems
overcome and unable to think criti-
cally," and "becomes nervous and
distracted to the point of not being
able to analyze the situation and take
appropriate action."
The airline had the airman per-
form neuropsychometric testing,
which noted a superior IQ score but
scores well below average in logical
analysis, cognitive flexibility, and
processing speed. The airline placed
the airman in a no-flight status await-
ing further evaluation. The airman
noted a history of being nervous on
flight evaluations in the past and
underwent counseling for anxiety.
In past performances, the airman
stated he has failed simulator checks
but always passed follow-up checks.
He was given another simulator line
check four months later and was again
noted to concentrate on minutia,
needed work on prioritization, and
handled abnormals and emergencies
poorly.
The airman was then examined by
a neurologist, who noted a normal
exam and MRI but had concerns of
poor cognitive functioning on his
neuropsychiatric testing that was not
explained by performance anxiety.
Upon reflection, the airman noted a
history of poor performance in school
and difficulty in flight training requir-
ing extensive study.
He (the neurologist) then re-
quested psycho-educational testing
to evaluate whether he had a learn-
ing disability that was affecting his
performance on his recent simulator
evaluations. Tests found deficiencies
in short-term auditory memory,
speed and accuracy, and visual-motor
integration. The evaluation noted,
considering his prior history of poor
academic performance, the presence
of mild learning disabilities in read-
ing, math, and expressive writing. He
has learned to compensate well with
extra attention and time on tasks.
The airman had a repeat neuro-
logical work-up four months later.
The exam was normal, labs normal,
brain PET scan normal, and repeat
neuropsych testing revealed essen-
tially the same as prior tests — high
IQbut poor working memory, cogni-
tive speed, focused attention, and se-
quential planning. He was diagnosed
with mild cognitive impairment
with present functioning leading to
degradation of his performance in a
commercial aircraft.
Aeromedical Issues. The primary
aeromedical concern with an airman
having a notable cognitive deficit,
especially in the areas of multitask-
ing and sustained attention, is the
safe operation of the aircraft— not
only in the normal range but also
the emergency situation. This airman
has been able to function in the past
with his cognitive deficit, but at the
present time, he is no longer able to
compensate for these deficits and is
unable to perform properly in un-
familiar circumstances. Though this
airman has succeeded in the past to
function as an airline captain, he has
proven that he is no longer capable
of acceptable performance during
repeated simulator exercises. The
subject of performance anxiety can be
raised in this situation, which could
explain his sudden inability to pass
his check rides, but this airman has
always confronted persistent anxiety
in the past with success. The AME
must assure that there are no organic
or neurological disorders to explain
this airman's condition but, also im-
portant, is not to overlook a decline
in capabilities of the airman, sans an
Continued on page 14
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actual diagnosis. It is extremely dif-
ficult to diagnosis early dementia, and
the AME must be vigilant to subtle
changes in an airman's cognition and
have a low threshold to suggest fur-
ther neurological evaluation.
Role of the AME. The general
medical standards for medical cer-
tificates annotated in Title 14 of the
Code of Federal Regulations Parts
67.109(b), 67.209(b) and 67.309(b)
include no neurological condition
that the Federal Air Surgeon, based
on the case history and appropriate,
qualified medical judgment relating
to the condition involved, makes the
person unable to safely perform the
duties or exercise the privileges of
the airman certificate held. AMEs
are authorized to examine airmen to
determine whether or not they meet
the standards.
The AME Guide outlines the
standard examination procedures
that should be used to evaluate the
applicant's neurological system.
A neurological evaluation should
consist of a thorough review of the
applicant's history prior to the neu-
rological examination.
The Examiner should specifi-
cally inquire concerning a history of
weakness or paralysis, disturbance of
sensation, loss of coordination, or loss
of bowel or bladder control. Certain
laboratory studies, such as scans and
imaging procedures of the head or
spine, electroencephalograms, or
spinal paracentesis, may suggest sig-
nificant medical history.
The basic neurological examina-
tion consists of an examination of
the 12 cranial nerves, motor strength,
superficial reflexes, deep tendon
reflexes, sensation, coordination,
mental status, and includes the
Babinski reflex and Romberg sign.
The Examiner should be aware of
any asymmetry in responses because
this may be evidence of mild or
early abnormalities. The Examiner
should evaluate the visual field by
direct confrontation or, preferably,
by one of the perimetry procedures,
especially if there is a suggestion of
neurological deficiency.
The neurological exam is usually
normal in cases of mild cognitive
impairment. In the older pilot, the
AME must have a heightened index of
suspicion, be consciously vigilant and
observant, and ask further questions
to elucidate any cognitive deficit. If
suspicion is aroused, obtain further
history on general cognitive function
and also any affected family members.
Consideration can be given to obtain
B12, Folate, TSH, neuroimaging,
and neuropsychometric testing. The
Mini-Mental State Exam is often used
to document progression of dementia,
but it is a poor indicator for the subtle,
early cognitive deficits that are the
hallmark of mild cognitive impair-
ment and early Alzheimer's disease.
The disposition guidance in the
AME Guide indicates that, for all
classes of medical certificates, medi-
cal certificates must not be issued
to an applicant with medical condi-
tions that require deferral or for any
condition that may result in sudden
or subtle incapacitation without con-
sulting the FAA Aerospace Medical
Certification Division or the Regional
Flight Surgeon. AMEs should submit
a current status report for airman
with a cognitive deficit to include
all testing, imaging and consultant
recommendations.
Outcome. Based upon the air-
man's neurological work-up, diagno-
sis of mild cognitive impairment and
the neurologist's recommendation of
removing the airman from the cock-
pit, the AMCD denied the airman
a medical certificate. The AMCD
noted that, given the airman's prior
history of difficulty in school and
flight testing, the neuropsych testing
results may not be a new finding. The
airman's present performance could
be secondary to an unusual level of
test anxiety that overwhelmed his
past successful adaptabilities. He has
shown persistent, successful flying
in the past by overcoming his mild
learning disabilities. With the present
information available to the AMCD,
denial of the airman's medical certifi-
cate is maintained with possibility of
reconsideration with neuropsych
testing in the future, showing no
progression of mental deficits, con-
trolled performance anxiety, leading
to successful simulator check rides
and favorable neurological consult
recommendation for flying.
Mild Cognitive Impairment.
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI)
describes patients whose mental func-
tion is worse than can be explained by
"normal aging" but not sufficiently
impaired to meet the DSM-IV crite-
ria for dementia. A 1999 Mayo Clinic
study prospectively followed 182
patients with MCI and dementia for
four years and compared their prog-
ress with 234 healthy controls (1).
Significantly, the study determined
that patients with MCI converted to
frank dementia at a rate of 12% per
year, while normal controls converted
to MCI/dementia at the much lower
rate of 1-2% per year. The Mayo
criteria for MCI are:
• Memory complaint, preferably
corroborated by an informant
• Objective memory impairment
(usually 1.5 standard deviations
or more below age-corrected
norms)
• Preserved general cognitive
function
• Intact activities of daily living
• Not demented
These criteria constitute a clinical
diagnosis but, by their very nature,
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relatively subtle findings in any given
case may influence an experienced cli-
nician to diagnose MCI in one patient
or very mild dementia in another. Both
may have significant memory impair-
ment, but the distinguishing feature
between MCI and very mild dementia
is that those with MCI demonstrate
minimal or no decrement in other
cognitive functions and activities of
daily living.
Ongoing research into cognitive
function is attempting to further
refine modern techniques to screen
for, diagnose, and treat mental decline
associated with MCI and dementia.
Screening exams such as the Mini-
Mental State Exam, while effective
at documenting the progression of
dementia, are unlikely to detect subtle
findings that may be present in MCI
or very early dementia.
However, neuropsychological test-
ing, cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers,
and advanced neuroimaging may de-
fine MCI in the future. Additionally,
some researchers suggest that MCI sim-
ply represents an extremely early recog-
nition of Alzheimer's disease (2), and
others have defined subtypes of MCI
that may represent very early forms of
vascular dementia or syndromes such
as Frontotemporal dementia or Diffuse
Lewey body Disease (3). Currently,
there are no recommendations to medi-
cally treat patients with MCI unless
another risk factor (such as hyperten-
sion) for dementia is identified.
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Audience Participation the Focus
ofCAMA Meeting
A LONG WITH THE changing colors
-/»jof autumn leaves in the Missis-
sippi River valley, CAMA members
should expect to enjoy a new format
for the annual meeting scheduled for
October 14-17, 2009 in Rochester,
Minnesota.
The 2009 edition of the annual
CAMA meeting will be held on the
campus of Mayo Clinic, where use
of interactive audience response
technology will help to engage mem-
bers to participate actively in the
learning process. Increased audience
participation for certain portions of
the meeting, referred to a "scenario-
based learning" puts the student or
attendee in a situation or context and
exposes them to issues, challenges
and dilemmas — asking them to
apply knowledge and practice skills
relevant to the situation. The stu-
dent navigates through by choosing
options and is given feedback based
upon their choice.
Speakers, many of whom have
been recruited from the ,
Mayo Clinic staff, will
provide clinical updates on
a variety of topics — from
management of hyperlip-
idemia to assessing move-
ment disorders. This year's
meeting will again be ac-
credited by the FAA Edu-




ally promoted family par-
ticipation in its meetings,
as evidenced by intriguing
events during the evening
sessions. This year is no exception, as
attendees of the annual meeting will
have the opportunity to experience a
private showing of an aviation film
on the Minnesota Imax Theatre sur-
round screen, to dine in a restored
World War II vintage hangar owned
by the Minnesota Commemorative
Air Wing, to sail on a Mississippi
River sternwheeler, and to visit the
Mayowood Mansion, home of Dr.
Charles H. Mayo, who created and
resided at the Mayowood Estate be-
tween 1911 and 1938.
In addition to clinical updates
from clinicians and FAA represen-
tatives on the first two days of the
meeting, the third and final day of
the meeting will include sessions
on solving difficult AME issues and
introduction of a mock game show
entitled, "So You Want to Be an
AME," modeled after the popular
game show, "So You Want to Be a
Millionaire."
On-line registration will be avail-
able within the next month on the







THE CAMA EDUCATION Committee has been very
busy on our behalf! Not only is there a CAMA-sponsored
session at the Aerospace Medicine Association's Annual
Scientific Meeting (thanks to David Bryrnan), but the
program for our scientific meeting is outstanding. Clayton
Cowl and the team at the Mayo Clinic are putting together
a world class educational event. It will be a departure from
our usual format utilizing cased-based education.
Our CAMA Luncheon will take place as usual at AsMA.
Dr. Charles Berry will be our speaker. Dr. Berry has a dis-
tinguished career in aerospace medicine with experience
in military flight medicine, space medicine, and civilian
aviation medicine. I am looking forward to his comments.
Unfortunately, we will not be having a CAMA Sunday
this year. With the current state of the economy, we were
having difficulty getting confirmed speakers. As a result,
we elected to focus on our own meeting in October.
I would also like to thank Dr. David Millett, Jim Har-
ris, and Dr. Jim Heins for keeping CAMA going over the
winter. CAMA would not function without them.
I hope to see you all in Los Angeles at AsMA!
—Susan Northrup, M.D.





Adjacent to Mayo Clinic
Civil Aviation Medical Association
Annual Meeting Schedule
October 2010 Pensacola, Florida
October 2011 Tucson, Arizona
May 3-7
June 5-7













November 2 — 6 Oklahoma City, Okla.
Basic
November 20 - 22 Seattle, Wash.
Opth/Otolaryn/Endocrin
FOR INFORMATION, CALL YOUR REGIONAL FLIGHT
SURGEON. To SIGN UP FOR A SEMINAR, CALL THE FAA CIVIL
AEROSPACE MEDICAL INSTITUTE'S AME PROGRAMS OFFICE:
(405) 954-4830
Rochester from a basket.
Plan to attend the 2009 CAMA Annual Meeting in
Rochester, Minnesota...make it a family affair!
